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Potential tsunami - Full Chain of alert

- TSP’s
- National Center

Decision Makers’ team

- IDF/home front command
  - Fast
  - The public (sirens + Media)

- National police
  - Long
  - All security officers

- NEMA
  - Long
  - Government offices and national infrastructure

20 min.
Potential tsunami – Transfer of information

TSP’s first message: A potential earthquake

0912 02 NOV Watch
Greece-Volos
02 NOV Watch
Greece-Saloniki
10112 02 NOV Watch
Greece-Volos
03 NOV Watch
Greece-Patras
10422 02 NOV Watch
Greece-Katerini
04 Nov Watch
Israel-Haifa
03.01K 35.07E 0901Z
04.61K 34.87E 0903Z
03.08K 34.75E 0912Z
03.81K 34.63E 0913Z
03.82K 16.30E 0921Z
03.86K 17.13E 0912Z
03.85K 16.63E 0913Z

Decision Makers’ team

National Center
Thank You
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